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BAT's
Who are we and what is the relevance of BAT's to this Appeal process?

The BAT’s action group comprising local residents were drawn together in the 
summer of 2008 in response to an essentially identical planning application 
(WF/2008/0900) that had been submitted to site seven wind turbines on land at 
Flixborough Grange.

BATs organised a public meeting to establish the public opinion within the villages of 
Flixborough and Burton Stather attended by an estimated 300 people. It was very 
clear that public opinion was firmly opposed to this development on a wide variety of 
issues and BAT's proceeded to survey the opinion of the village in late 2008. Of over 
900 people surveyed, in excess of 90% objected to the proposed wind farm.

BATs continued to focus public opinion and through the following planning 
applications and Appeal, via a public inquiry, in February 2010 as rule six 
participants.

In September 2010 a third planning application was made, and almost 200 local 
residents attended the Parish Council planning meeting, supporting BATs and 
presenting almost unanimous objections to the proposals.

BATs through day to day interface with local residents have continued to keep local 
residents informed of developments and focus their opinions and objections to the 
relevant planning bodies.
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Introduction and History
The appellant made the first planning application to North Lincs Council in July 
2008 which was refused at North Lincs Planning committee in April 2009.

A second identical application was made in April 2009 and refused by North Lincs 
Planning committee in August 2009

An appeal was made to the first planning application in April 2009 and refused in 
April 2010.

A third application was made by the appellant in Oct 2010 and was again refused by 
North Lincs planning committee in March 2011. Acknowledging the potential impact 
the turbine nearest Burton upon Stather was having on this proposal the developer 
wrote to the planning authority during determination confirming that they would 
accept a condition to prevent the building of this turbine.

In all four instances proposals to develop this site were refused, three by 
democratically elected bodies and once by the planning inspectorate itself.

In response to this process the appellant has once again chosen to ignore all of these 
previous decisions and submit this appeal.

The application itself comprises a proposal to site seven 126m tall wind turbines in a 
landscape otherwise dominated by the 60m or so tall ridge known as the Lincoln 
edge and, alongside the Humber Estuary SSSI/SAC/RAMSAR site.

The escapement between Whitton and Flixborough was a locally designated area of 
high landscape value established against landscape criteria issued by the Countryside 
Commission.with the purpose being to safeguard the natural beauty, distinctiveness 
and diversity of the best and most highly valued of North Lincolnshire’s landscapes. 
Nothing apart from the official designation has changed in this landscape since the 
designation was first made.

This application was initially and has subsequently become more contentious for 
various reasons. The developer chose to hold a single afternoon / evening road show 
event in the village of Flixborough only, with a population almost an order of 
magnitude smaller.

He has never undertaken taken any further consultation with the local population 
nor sought to explain his design evolution (ref fig 14.1 through 4) which significantly 
increased the impact on Burton upon Stather.

He has engaged with local groups to support his application however it is noticeable 
that most if not all of these “supporters” do not suffer any of the impacts and do not 
live locally to the application site.
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He has “mitigated” the health impacts on the Glathorne family under a 
confidentiality agreement rather than informing the public how such significant 
effects on family health could be overcome. A similar case, which was also apparent 
at the first appeal was not party to that mitigation but on becoming a reason for 
refusal of this application the appellant applied pressure and reached agreement to 
“mitigate” these impacts also. Unfortunately although it is believed this is also 
subject to a confidentiality agreement it became apparent during this process that 
there was no magic health solution to help others since the mitigation offered was 
merely financial.

He claimed in the latest application within the None Technical Summary that the 
“Community fund” offered would be administered by the local Parish Council, 
without even discussing this with that organisation!

BATs support the decision of NLC to refuse this planning application on the grounds 
stated 

1. The proposed development would introduce very substantial structures into 
an area of significant natural beauty......In this area vertical structures of the 
size and scale proposed would be particularly harmful to the visual amenity of 
the landscape. The proposals are therefore contrary to policy LC7 (landscape 
Protection) of the North Lincolnshire Plan.

2. The proposed wind farm at Flixborough grange would have an immediate 
effect on the health and well being of two children who live at 15 Linton 
Rise....The health and well being of residents directly affected by the proposed 
development is an interest of acknowledged importance and in this regard the 
renewable energy scheme is contrary to and conflicts with policy DS21 of the 
North Lincolnshire Local Plan.

3. The appellant has not demonstrated that the proposed wind farm would not 
lead to unacceptable noise disturbance to nearby residents, contrary to 
policies DS11 and DS21 of the North Lincolnshire Local Plan and to SPG 13, 
and the Council considers there is potential for noise to impact upon the 
residential amenity of the residents of Burton upon Stather and nearby 
settlements.

Although it is understood that agreement has been reached between the developer 
and the family referred to in reason 2 above BATs consider there are many issues 
related to this mitigation (and those agreed to the previous appeal) that are 
significant in any consideration of this appeal. These issues are discussed later in this 
document.
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What are the benefits of the development?
At the previous Appeal the planning inspector stated that “proposals for the 
generation of energy from renewable resources will be permitted provided that, 
amongst other things, any detrimental effect on features and interests of 
acknowledged importance, including local character and amenity, is outweighed by 
environmental benefits.”
In order to make this balance, as to which factor outweighs the other, one must be 
able to quantify both the benefits and the impacts. In this instance the appellant has 
quoted the benefits with we believe, significant errors. These reduced benefits should 
be taken into account in the balancing exercise against the detrimental effects.

CO2 emissions savings

The appellant constantly uses an over optimistic capacity (or load) factor 0f 28% 
when stating how much electricity will be generated over the course of one year and 
the associated CO2 savings this will correspondingly bring about.

Publicly available figures from OfGem showing the ROCs awarded to the appellant’s 
nearby wind farm at Bagmoor show that for whole 12 months of 2010 this operated 
at a capacity factor of just 25.55%. There is no proof available that the proposed wind 
farm at Flixborough Grange will magically out perform this when exactly the same 
model and capacity of turbine is the suggested option.

The appellant in calculating the generated kW CO2 burden assumes that a wind 
turbine is displacing coal and gas in a mix dependant on the costs of fuel at the 
particular time. It is unfortunate that the appellant misunderstands the additional 
factors that influence what is considered the marginal plant, such as the ease with 
which load can be turned up or down. It is thus gas generation capacity, which is far 
more able to take up the marginal requirements, against which CO2 savings should 
be compared.
It is our assessment that CO2 savings will bear far more correlation with the gas CO2 
burden quoted (370g/kW-hr). Indeed the Renewable UK (formerly the BWEA) were 
forced to acknowledge 430g/kW-hr as more realistic when assessing the mass of CO2 
release mitigated by wind energy rather than this appellants assessment of 
545g/KW-hr.

Additional line losses are not averted by this development as claimed rather the 
losses are instead suffered by locally generated electricity diverted from the local 
11kV system to the HV transmission system. This efficiency loss associated with 
system transmission losses is considered and taken from National grid data as 
approximately 1.9% of the power conveyed.

Cummulatively these three factors reduce the Appellants claimed CO2 emissions 
reduction from 18715 tonnes/an. to 11373 tonnes/an. ie one of the significant benefits 
of this development, is overstated by more than 60%
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Energy supply security1

The need for the development is not set merely by the need to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions but is also set in context with the need to provide a reliable and secure 
power supply for the country, at economic cost. 

As the Appellant states security of supply is an important consideration however the 
fact that wind is an extremely unpredictable source of energy that cannot be relied 
upon to generate power when the power is required is largely ignored. National Grid 
data shows that during the winter months last year, winds contribution to the 
national electricity supply, varied as it operated with load factors between 1.3 and 
30.2%.
In each of the past three years peak electricity demand has coincided with a poor 
wind energy load factor and National Grid in predicting their energy supply / 
demand balance assume a wind load factor of only 10% (in 2010/11 wind only 
achieved a 5% load factor at peak demand).
Additionally the National Grid had to pay and curtail wind generation over the 
months of April and May 2011 alone, by approximately 19 Gwhr (this development 
will produce approximately 5 GWhr over a similar period) in order to balance 
constraints across system boundaries.

With increasing volumes of wind energy connected onto the National Grid, 
particularly from off shore wind farms, predictions of problems matching supply and 
demand with standby capacity has raised the prospect of energy firms being 
subsidised to provide standby generation capacity2 in order to assure security of 
supply.
It should be noted that this issue was NOT addressed in the recently published 
Electricity Market Reform White Paper 20113 and questions remain over the format a 
“Capacity Mechanism” will take in order to avoid the potential for blackouts when 
generation from wind, falls off during the day (see also4)

These illustrations show how wind is a highly variable energy source in its own right 
and whilst reducing our consumption of fossil fuels creates many problems in its 
production and distribution that cannot be claimed to enhance security of supply, 
nor can the proposals be thought of as economic with significant subsidies required 
for both renewable and fossil fuel generation.

1 All National Grid quoted data taken from 2011 National Electricity Transmission System (NETS) Seven 
Year Statement and Winter Outlook Report - 2011/12

2  http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/article-2008055/Energy-giants-want-billions-windfarms.html
3 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/legislation/white_papers/emr_wp_2011/emr_wp_2011.aspx
4 http://www.reedsmith.com/publications/search_publications.cfm?
widCall1=customWidgets.content_view_1&cit_id=32104
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Is this site an appropriate location for connection of generation capacity?

One does not anticipate that connection of 14 MW wind capacity will affect the 
electricity export from National Grid connected stations in this area which total circa. 
14800 MW.
These figures immediately illustrate the very significant proportion of the UK's 
generating capacity that is located in this region and the electrical energy transmitted 
southwards through the National Grid.
Where balancing the grid and minimising energy flows to optimise energy flow, fault 
potential and transmission losses are high priorities, it becomes obvious that 
additional connected generation capacity in this area does not achieve the maximum 
benefit from our wind resource, capital investment ond ongoing ROC’s subsidies. 
National Grid reflect this in their charges made for connection to the grid.

“Transmission Network, Use of System charges TNUoS reflect the cost of 
installing, operating and maintaining the transmission system for the 
Transmission Owner (TO) ... to provide the capability to allow the flow of 
bulk transfers of power between connection sites and to provide 
transmission system security. Generators are charged a zonal charge 
dependent on which tariff zone their power station is connected, together 
with a specific local charge dependent on the type of connection.”

“The charges for these zones display a north to south differential and vary 
from positive tariffs in the north to negative tariffs in some southern zones. 
The location zonal charge reflects whether the generation contributes to or 
alleviates the need for additional transmission reinforcement/investment on 
the Main Interconnected Transmission System (MITS)”

Similarly the National grids “effectiveness of marginal generation due to 
transmission losses” table  illustrates a north / south shift with marginal capacity 
being 9 or 11% more effective if connected in the Central south coast or south west 
England zones rather than Yorkshire.

This demonstrates a reduction in the benefits of this proposal in location and 
transmission terms if installed in this location.
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Local Economic benefits

In relation to the proposed economic benefits of the proposal it should be noted that 
the partners in this development (RidgeWind and Wind Prospect) operate a 
competitive tender process. The result of which means the probability of the local 
economy actually benefiting to any significant degree from the short term 
construction process has historically been  very low. Indeed for their previous wind 
farm development nearby at Bagmoor we struggle to find any local company that was 
employed in this construction – we ask that this too is taken into account when 
weighing the magnitude of alleged benefits.

Whilst it is recognised that rentals from wind farms provide income to small 
numbers of local landowners (note not the tenant farmers), there are many people 
who have to suffer the detrimental impacts on their quality of life and (with the 
exception of two local families) see no beneficial effects at all.

The small community fund of a proposed £24,000/an. over the 25 year life span of 
the wind farm can be judged as insignificant when the village of Burton upon Stather 
householders contribute approximately £80,000/an. by way of increased energy 
payments on electricity and gas bills to fund, various “green energy” subsidy 
schemes.

The Appellants assertion that the UK lags behind the rest of the world in its 
utilisation of wind energy should also be considered in light of the fact that England 
is one of the most densely populated countries in the world which obviously sets 
many limitations in its application.
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Landscape and Visual:

We object to this proposal on the grounds of its unacceptable impact on landscape 
and visual amenity and support this position with our own submission at Appendix 
one assessing its impact. The summaries and conclusions of this assessment are 
repeated below.

• The original design located the nearest turbine to Burton upon Stather at 1.2 
kilometres whilst iterations of the design have moved this and the proposal is 
now 0.71 kilometres before ‘micro-siting’.

• The developer has used the ‘Landscape Institute’s Guidelines for Landscape 
and Visual Assessment’ (GLVIA) to assess the ‘Magnitude’ and ‘Sensitivity’ for 
visual receptors and by correlating the two results they have concluded an 
‘overall significance’ value.

• This ‘overall significance’ value is under stated due to the methodology applied 
during the assessment. Our assessment shows a more thorough alternative 
using the GLVIA criteria.

• Even with down graded assessments, the developer throughout their 
documentation has concluded that significant harm will be caused to the local 
landscape and visual amenity due to their proposed development.

• The developer carried out a ‘revised landscape assessment’ and moved away 
from the GLVIA assessment criteria. The revised assessment was seriously 
flawed and again under stated. Our GLVIA assessment conclusions show that 
more properties are affected than highlighted by the developer.

• The developers ‘scenario’ 3 has now been realised by the approval of all the 
wind farms within the 15 kilometre study area. This now stands at 104 
turbines excluding Grange.

• The ‘worst case scenario 4’ is now understated in planning terms and likely to 
be overtaken with further developments in the pipeline and will result in some 
“significant cumulative effects to landscape character and views”.

• The developer has made no allowances for the disruption and disturbance 
caused by shadow flicker. Instead they assess it as “not being necessary” to 
mitigate against.

• Throughout the developers’ assessments they make judgements on behalf of 
receptors without consultation.

• It’s made clear from the landscape assessment that material harm will be 
caused to the local landscape by the introduction of the proposed 
development.
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Noise:

It should be noted that noise is one of the most contentious issues with regard local 
acceptance or otherwise of wind farm planning applications. It should also be noted 
that there is significant work ongoing to guide government policy.

This is highlighted by the Hayes Mckenzie report “Analysis of How Noise Impacts are 
Considered
in the Determination of Wind Farm Planning Applications”5 prepared for the Depart-
ment of the Energy and Climate Change.
Below are extracts taken from the DECC preamble and document itself

This review highlights the potential problems faced by local planning 
authorities dealing with noise assessments for wind farm sites, both in terms 
of the way the documents are structured, and in the variations in the way 
some factors are taken into account in the assessments. This suggests best 
practice guidance is required to confirm and, where necessary, 
clarify and add to the way ETSU-R-97 should be implemented in 
practice.

Any additional guidance should also review, or at least acknowledge, the 
changes which have been made to some of the documents referred to in 
ETSU-R-97; such as the replacement of IEC651 with BS EN 61672, the update 
of BS4142 from the 1990 version to the 1997 version, and the latest World 
Health     Organisation     (WHO)   guidance on noise limits to prevent sleep 
disturbance.

Taken from executive summary:

Hayes McKenzie have carried out a review for the Department of Energy 
and Climate Change to investigate the way in which noise impacts for wind 
farms are determined in England, including the methods used in practice to 
implement the ETSU-R-97 guidance, in order to provide suggestions as 
to areas where it is considered that more detailed guidance is 
required.

This document presents significant discussionissues across a range of issues, that 
suggests best practice is not currently being employed.

In the previous Appeal the inspector stated

Local residents are primarily concerned that the Grange wind farm would 
generate disturbing noise that would adversely affect their residential 
amenities…Burton Against Turbines (BATs) maintained their position that 
conditions would not overcome their concerns.

It is telling therefore that in many instances this report questions many of the 
practices described within the Appellants noise assessment and queried by BATs at 
that inquiry. It is clear from the report that best practice is understood within the 

5 http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/content/cms/meeting_energy/wind/onshore/comms_planning/noi
se/noise.aspx
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industry if not consistently applied.

Review of noise assessments should always take into account the caveat that appears 
at the beginning of the primary document ETSU R97

And the preamble within the Hayes Mackenzie report which states

Some variation was also found in the prediction methodology used although 
these are usefully covered by an article in the Acoustics Bulletin, published by 
the Institute of Acoustics, although this has no official status and any best 
practice guidance should confirm the approach to be adopted.

…Since this has no official status, as discussed above, it would be 
appropriate for any best practice guidance to confirm an 
appropriate way of dealing with wind shear issues as this is 
fundamental to the assessment procedure.
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Comments to the Appellants noise assessment 

Ref the indicated paragraphs in the Appellants noise assessment

8.2.22. The objective of the background noise survey is to provide an 
indication of the noise environment existing at each noise-sensitive property, 
according to ETSU-R-976. It is recognised as unduly time consuming to 
conduct a noise survey at each and every property, so it is appropriate to 
select representative locations and use these as proxies for nearby dwellings.

Whilst it is practical to monitor background noise at representative locations, the 
actual locations used for this survey have for a long time been considered in-
appropriate. M4 is quite clearly in the woods and affected by locally generated wind 
noise (trees foliage etc)  that is not present at most receptors. As the survey was 
conducted at a time when there was leaf fall this would also add to the inclusion of 
extraneous noise within the back ground level.

8.2.25. Pages 65 and 66 of ETSU-R-97 recommend …The wind-speed 
dependant noise limit is 5dB above a prevailing background noise level, 
different for daytime and night-time, and determined by survey over a 
period of time representing at least one week of data acquisition.

Please note the requirement for at least one week of data acquisition
and

8.3.15 The noise monitoring equipment used by the appellant would seem to be 
particularly ill suited to its intended duty with failure of 3 of the four monitors before 
the end of the test period

• M1 – Grange Farm lasted 9 days

• M2 – Flixborough lasted 15 days

• M3 – Trent lasted 10 days

• M4 – Burton 13 complete days

The Hayes Mackenzie report suggests that the average length of base line monitoring 
over its surveyed applications was 21 days highlighting the shortage of data over 
which to judge this assessment.

Observation of the data used to generate the noise limits derived from M1 and M3 
particularly during the  night time shows a distinct lack of trending data and 
consequently there is a significant potential error in predicting and then 
extrapolating noise levels from these back ground results.

6 ETSU 97 “The Assessment and Rating of Noise from Wind Farms”
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8.2.26. At night (23.00h – 07.00h daily) the lower fixed limit is 43dB, 
recognising that sleep disturbance is the main issue at night. This is based on 
a sleep disturbance criterion of  5dB(A) with an allowance of 10dB for 
attenuation through an open window (free field to internal) and 2dB 
subtracted to account for the use of LA90,10min rather than LAeq,10min.

Please note that ETSU 1997 has not itself been revised since 1997. Since that date 
there have been significant updates on the effects of sleep disturbance, in particular 
published by the World Health Organisation7 and others8. These effects are of 
particular importance in consideration of the impacts on the population generally, 
shift workers and those suffering health problems in particular. We urge these effects 
to be considered in the setting of night time noise limits

7  Night noise guidelines (NNGL) for Europe 2007
8  Sleep disturbance and wind turbine noise June 2009
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The Hayes Mackenzie report states

Night-Time Noise Limit
5.44 The night-time noise limit is specified as 43 dB LA90 or 5 dB above the 
prevailing background noise for the night-time hours, whichever is the 
greater. There is a view from some that this limit should be reduced to reflect 
changes in the published World Health Organisation recommendations for 
internal noise levels required to prevent sleep disturbance13. Account may 
also be taken of the inclusion, in that document, of an external noise limit to 
apply ‘at the outside facades of the living spaces’ to enable people to sleep 
with bedrooms windows open.

8.3.2 It is our belief that wind induced microphone noise can be very significant and 
whilst a windshield has been utilised it does not seem that this precaution has been 
sufficiently addressed by comparison with the lengths employed by NEL when 
producing the “ETSU W 13/0053/REP Noise emissions from wind turbine” report, 
where four specific arrangements were assessed in order to minimise the wind 
interference at the microphone.

The Hayes Mackenzie report states

Wind Shield

5.19 It is essential that any wind protection fitted to the microphone 
assembly is carefully considered because of the requirement to measure 
background noise levels in windy conditions, which would normally be 
precluded from determination of background noise levels,. A report was 
published by ETSU in 1996 (ETSU W/13/00386/REP, Noise Measurements 
in Windy Conditions) describing the most appropriate wind shield design for 
protecting measurement microphones from the direct effects of wind.

8.3.6. … The data logging sound level meters were placed at least 3m from 
any reflective surface

Please note ETSU advice at section 7 states. … 

Background noise measurements should not be taken closer than 3.5m from the 
façade.
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8.3.12. … Location M4, which was directly to the west of Ridgewood Drive, 
was representative of these dwellings. The location was the subject of some 
criticism at the Grange Public Inquiry into the original application. 
However, the inspector came to the conclusion in Paragraph 14 of his 
decision letter that “…concern regarding the baseline data used by the 
Appellants in their assessment of noise is unfounded.”

It is quite clear from the Hayes Mackenzie report that many of the issues raised by 
BATs mirror Hayes Mackenzie concerns and hence raise serious doubts as to 
whether Best Practice has been followed. It remains the view of BATs that the 
baseline data IS erroneous for a number of reasons including monitoring location. 
Situated within the woods this location was subjected to near field noise sources that 
would have had a disproportionate effect when referencing monitored noise levels to 
those suffered at the sensitive receptors. 

The Hayes Mackenzie report states

% Monitoring Locations at Properties

5.6 It is not always possible, or sometimes desirable, for developers, or their 
noise advisors, to arrange access to residential properties to carry out the 
necessary noise monitoring. It is almost inevitable in such cases, therefore, 
that some monitoring may be carried out on nearby land such as fields, or 
other available land, which is deemed to be representative of the 
properties at which noise is being assessed.

It is clear that monitoring location M4 is not representative of the majority of 
properties (especially those that are not on the western side of Ridgewood drive).

8.3.15. In the noise level and wind speed histories, the wind speeds are the 
lower values coloured dark blue. Data points regarded as doubtful because 
of rainfall or other extraneous noise are included in the time histories, but 
discarded thereafter as recommended by ETSU-R-97. It can be seen that the 
measured noise levels were dependant on the wind speed. The batteries in 
the instruments placed at M1 and M3 did not last the full length of the 
survey…

And

8.3.16 “The available guidance does not provide a method for disregarding 
‘doubtful’ data. Data points were therefore only discarded if they were 
obvious outliers.

These statements contrast with evidence presented at the public inquiry.
There the appellant confirmed that data regarded as dubious because of rainfall was 
discarded and subsequently confirmed that as there was no rainfall no data had been 
discarded. Unfortunately the appellant did not monitor rainfall and denied that any 
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fell during the monitoring period.
BATs were however able to prove that rain did in fact fall during the monitoring 
period causing an extraneous noise source and in accordance with ETSU at section 7 
which states “It is considered appropriate to remove the noise data that may be 
affected by rainfall during a survey this data should have been removed.

The Hayes Mackenzie report states

Rainfall

5.20 ETSU-R-97 states that ‘measurements should not be used from periods 
of heavy rainfall when noise levels will be high due to the noise of the rain 
itself…’. It is therefore appropriate that measurements of rainfall are carried 
out during the baseline noise measurement period with measurements 
corresponding to periods of rainfall removed from the data set used to derive 
the noise limits. Rainfall may be monitored at one or more locations 
depending on the size of the site.

The effect of rainfall is quiet apparent from the fig below which shows how for a 
handful of the data derived during periods of rainfall, this deviates from the baseline 
and distorts the data used to derive the noise limits.
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The fact that the noise monitoring equipment used by the appellant failed in three 
out of the four locations before the end of the test period is also unfortunate.
At Appendix A8.2 the noise monitoring is depicted lasting until 
M1 – Grange Farm – 25th Oct
M2 – Flixborough – 30th Oct
M3 – Trent – 26th Oct
M4 – Burton 29th Oct

However at the inquiry BATs were given the raw noise and wind data from which 
these noise / wind speed plots were generated. These illustrate that At M1 the 
monitoring equipment lasted until the 22nd Oct (three days earlier than illustrated in 
Appendix A8.2) and at M3 until the 24th Oct (2 days earlier than illustrated).
EITHER – BATs were deliberately mislead at the inquiry and more data was 
available than was forwarded to them OR the basis for this assessment is flawed. 
The Appellant in correspondence to the Authority on this issue stated that the 
shortfall in data was due to a minor transposition error, however no data has 
subsequently been received.
The Appellants statements at the Inquiry and subsequently illustrate that this 
baseline noise survey was not conducted with transparency and leave local residents 
with little faith in its findings.

8.4.2. It is intended to install nominal 2MW wind turbines such as RePower 
MM92 at the site. This generic type is an upwind turbine with a three‐blade 
rotor 92m in diameter.

It is noted that there is no commitment to use the wind turbine for which the sound 
power data is quoted and hence there can be no guarantee that the data assessed 
would in anyway represent an installed machine if of a different model. Nor can a 
simple assumption be made that an alternative turbine have “lower” noise emissions 
since there are many facets to the analysis of the noise emissions such as the sound 
power level itself, the rate of increase of sound power level with wind speed, 
tolerances and margins applied to the manufacturers quoted data, degradation of the 
noise emissions with wear and abnormal operation, and the conditions applied to 
warrantee of noise emissions.
It is not clear whether if at all uncertainty margins have been applied to these 
calculations.

The Hayes Mackenzie report states

Turbine Source Noise Levels
5.27 In order to carry out, and validate, noise predictions, the source noise 
level assumed for integer wind speeds, ideally from ‘cut-in’ up to 12 m/s, are 
usually provided. This may be referenced to manufacturers, or test report 
documents. Many manufacturers do not provide data for the lower and up-
per ends of this range as IEC 61400-117 only requires measurements for in-
teger standardised 10 metre height wind speeds8 from 6 m/s up to rated 
power9. It should be stated whether the source noise levels assumed are 
guaranteed or otherwise so that the appropriate uncertainty mar-
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gins may be taken into account in evaluating comparisons 
between predicted noise levels and derived noise limits.

By way of example the following analysis of data taken at M4 shows the measured 
background noise deviation from the appellants assessed trend line.

(Bins is the deviation of the measured noise value from the predicted trend line, 
where a negative value illustrates that measured value was quieter than the predicted 
trend and counts is the number of times that that deviation occurred).

This illustrates that over 63% of the background noise data taken, is quieter than the 
trend line which is in turn used to produce the noise limits.

In addition almost 10% of the background noise data taken here is more than 5 dB, 
quieter than the trend line used to produce the noise limits.

It is clear that the statement from the previous appeal that “…and at all stages in the 
assessment the Appellants have considered the worst case scenario and there would 
thus be a significant safety margin between predicated noise levels and acceptable 
noise limits.” is not the case. 

The appellants have considered in the main, the average values and make no 
assessment for confidence levels and margins or error in their assessment.
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Amplitude     Modulation  

8.6.7. The effects of aerodynamic modulation (AM) are often raised in the 
context of onshore wind farms in the UK. Aerodynamic modulation is aways 
present in wind turbine noise: it is a technical way of describing the 
characteristic rhythmical swish heard at close quarters. However, the term 
also describes a regular ‘thumping’ sound which has occasionally been heard 
at some distance from a wind farm.
8.6.10. It is not possible to predict, with the current state of knowledge, that 
AM will occur on any site. The subject is still being researched and whilst a 
number of plausible explanations and some highly speculative ideas have 
been put forward, there is no conclusive evidence for any theory… However, 
not enough is known to support a claim that there is significant potential for 
low frequency noise caused by AM to occur at this site.

With reference work by Van Den Berg9  Summarised below

This argument, however, obscures a very relevant effect: the blade passing 
frequency modulates well audible, higher-frequency sounds and thus creates 
periodic sound: blade swish. This effect is stronger at night because in a 
stable atmosphere there is a greater difference between rotor averaged and 
near-tower wind speed. Measurements have shown that additional turbines 
can interact to further amplify this effect. Theoretically the resulting 
fluctuations in sound level will be clearly perceptible to human hearing.
This is confirmed by residents near wind turbines with the same common 
observation: often late in the afternoon or in the evening the turbine sound 
acquires a distinct ‘beating’ character, the rhythm of which is in agreement 
with the blade passing frequency. It is clear from the observations that this is 
associated to a change toward higher atmospheric stability.

The topography of the site, with flat river plain to the south, west and north contrasts 
sharply with the Lincoln edge escarpment, which is of a similar elevation to the 
proposed turbine hub heights. The prevailing wind is from the SW which passes over 
relatively flat ground with little significant surface roughness. 
This site therefore has the potential to exhibit stable atmospheric conditions and 
high levels of wind shear as is illustrated by the Appellants averaged wind shear 
coefficient values. 
The wind shear coefficient standard deviations should also be factored into any 
assessment both of potential conditions for amplitude modulation and derivation of 
reference height wind speeds, since these illustrate the statistical likely hood of 
occurrence.
Taking one standard deviation across a normal distribution captures approximately 
68% of the data, however it should also be realised that this is still not an extreme 
worst case since 32% of the data is more extreme still, and sits outside of the average 
+/- one standard deviation. 

9 The Beat is Getting Stronger: The Effect of Atmospheric Stability on Low Frequency Modulated Sound
of Wind Turbines
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The Hayes Mackenzie report states

Potential for Modulation of Aerodynamic Noise at Blade Rotational Speed (Blade 
Swish)

5.50  …this does not, however, specifically preclude such modulation effects 
being taken into account in some way in any wind turbine noise assessment 
and work commissioned by Renewable UK is currently being carried out to 
provide further guidance on this issue.
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Summary with respect the Noise Assessment

It is BATs assessment that the Noise assessment conducted by the appellant is flawed 
in a number of vital areas particularly with respect to the following;

• That the baseline noise monitoring work has been performed outside certain 
ETSU guidelines and Hayes Mackenzie highlighted best industry practice The 
choice of monitoring locations.

• The rejection by the appellant that rain affected data produced dubious data 
and did not follow ETSU.

• The failure of monitoring equipment and consequent short monitoring period 
in comparison with best practice.

• The use of raw data that is not correlated by data forwarded to BATs at the 
previous public inquiry 

• We believe that it is not acceptable to conclude that amplitude modulation 
cannot be predicted but does not affect many people, and hence does not 
warrant further consideration. We believe the site is particularly prone to high 
levels of wind shear and in light of current research particularly susceptible 
the effect of aerodynamic modulation. The planning Inspector at the Public 
Inquiry agreed that there is sufficient possibility of amplitude modulation to 
apply a condition to mitigate its impact

• That the Appellants have depicted worst case scenarios yet investigation and 
analysis does not support these statements.

• The specific topography of the site its relationship to the Lincoln edge 
escarpment and the residential areas of Burton Stather downwind of the 
prevailing wind direction and thus most susceptible to noise propagation leave 
us extremely concerned over the impact noise would have on our amenity and 
enjoyment of our environment.
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Health

The inspector will note that the second reason for refusal by North Lincolnshire 
Council, that the  proposed wind farm at Flixborough Grange would have an 
immediate effect on the health and well being of two children who live at 15 Linton 
Rise has now been mitigated and withdrawn.

Having being closely involved with helping this particular family submit their 
objections we believe that the only mitigation offered was minor screening and 
financial either based on a yearly sum if still living at the property or a lump sum to 
aid with moving and resettlement.

The inspector may not be aware but the health issues raised by the family on Linton 
Rise consist of a complex mixture of autistic related conditions in a remarkably 
similar way to the Glathorne family who featured as the reason for dismissal of the 
previous appeal.

As both these “mitigation” agreements are subject to confidentiality agreements we 
have to ask the question why when the problem is public knowledge then why not the 
solution? If there is a solution to these issues they should be made public for the 
good of anyone else who may be affected.

In both instances the families involved were convinced that nothing practical could 
be done to alleviate the adverse effects the proposed development would have on 
their respective children, having both had considerable experience in trying to find 
both solutions and coping strategies to manage the adverse effects resulting from the 
currently built Bagmoor wind farm.
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Planning Guidance

National Planning Policy

Whilst national planning policy favours of renewable energy developments, it should 
be recognised that several the planning policy statements put great value on the 
protection and enhancement of the landscape and the quality of life of the residents 
who live there.

The most relevant of these are considered to be PPS1, PPS4, PPS7 and PPS22.

In the case of PPS 1: Delivering Sustainable Development (2005) this explains that 
the Government is committed to protecting and enhancing the quality of the natural 
and historic environment, in both rural and urban areas. A high level of protection 
should be given to most valued townscapes and landscapes - paragraph 17 states:

‘The Government is committed to protecting and enhancing the quality of the 
natural and historic environment, in both rural and urban areas. Planning policies 
should seek to protect and enhance quality, character and amenity value of the 
countryside and urban areas as a whole.’

Paragraph 18 states:

‘the condition of our surroundings has a direct impact on the quality of life and the 
conservation and improvement of the natural and built environment brings social 
and economic benefit for local communities.’

Paragraph 19 requires planning policies and decisions to ‘be based on:

• up-to-date information on the environmental characteristics of the area;

• the potential impacts, positive as well as negative, on the environment of 
development proposals (whether direct, indirect, cumulative, long term or short 
term); and

• recognition of the limits of the environment to accept further development without 
irreversible damage.’

The section this is taken from adds that planning authorities should seek to enhance 
the environment as part of development proposals and that significant adverse 
impacts on the environment should be avoided and alternative options which might 
reduce or eliminate those impacts pursued.

The above quotes from PPS1 clearly show the value that is put on the amenity value 
and quality of our surroundings. They also stress how important our surroundings 
are to our quality of life. This is an essential impact to take into account when 
assessing the large concentration of both consented and proposed wind farm 
development in this area. There is no doubt that this over concentration will lead to a 
severe adverse effect on both our landscape and our quality of life.
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In PPS 4: Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth (2009) policy EC6: Planning 
for Economic Development in Rural Areas states at EC6.1 that:

‘Local planning authorities should ensure that the countryside is protected for the 
sake of its intrinsic character and beauty, the diversity of its landscapes, heritage 
and wildlife, the wealth of its natural resources and to ensure it may be enjoyed by 
all.’

Again this reinforces the opinion that our countryside deserves protection and in this 
case is particularly appropriate for its mention of “intrinsic character and beauty” 
which is an undeniable feature of the landscape surround the proposal site. 

At EC6.2 it also states that:

‘In rural areas, local planning authorities should: 

a. strictly control economic development in open countryside away from existing 
settlements, or outside areas allocated from development in development plans’

This too reinforces the value that is put upon the open countryside and the desire to 
protect it for its value.

In PPS7 Sustainable Development in Rural Areas (2004) the key principle states:

‘(i) Decisions on development proposals should be based on sustainable 
development
principles, ensuring an integrated approach to the consideration of:

- social inclusion, recognising the needs of everyone;

- effective protection and enhancement of the environment;

This is a particularly poignant statement for this particular development considering 
the very real effects it will have on two local families with particular needs. Yet again 
this policy expresses the need and desire for both protection and enhancement of the 
environment.

In PPS22 Renewable Energy (2004), acknowledged as the key policy statement for 
the push of renewable energy, there are 8 key principles that both regional and local 
planning bodies and authorities should adhere to of which four are worthy of note 
and comment:

 (i) Renewable energy developments should be capable of being accommodated 
throughout England in locations where the technology is viable and environmental, 
economic, and social impacts can be addressed satisfactorily.

It should be clear from the contents of this document and the evidence presented 
that neither the environmental or social impacts of this proposed development have 
been addressed satisfactorily.
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(iv)The wider environmental and economic benefits of all proposals for renewable 
energy projects, whatever their scale, are material considerations that should be 
given significant weight in determining whether proposals should be granted 
planning permission.

Yes the wider environmental and economic benefits are material considerations that 
should be given significant weight as should the adverse impacts. This key principle 
however does not state the wider benefits outweigh any negatives.

(vii) Local planning authorities, regional stakeholders and Local Strategic 
Partnerships should foster community involvement in renewable energy projects3 

and seek to promote knowledge of and greater acceptance by the public of 
prospective renewable energy developments that are appropriately located. 
Developers of renewable energy projects should engage in active consultation and 
discussion with local communities at an early stage in the planning process, and 
before any planning application is formally submitted.

As stated previously in this document the developer failed to follow this key principle 
with anything but contempt for the local communities at any time during the early 
stages in the planning process. This is a continuing theme with this particular 
company.

(viii) Development proposals should demonstrate any environmental, economic 
and social benefits as well as how any environmental and social impacts have been 
minimized through careful consideration of location, scale, design and other 
measures.

Again we do not believe that the environmental and social impacts have been 
demonstrated as being minimised to a satisfactory level.

Although all the key principles of PPS22 are pushing for renewable energy 
development at no point do they suggest that they are carte blanche to override all 
other planning policies. 

We have shown that both the environmental (landscape) and social (amenity) have 
not been addressed satisfactorily. We acknowledge that the wider environmental and 
economic benefits of all proposals for renewable energy projects, whatever their 
scale, are material considerations that should be given significant weight in 
determining whether proposals should be granted planning permission but do not 
agree that unquantified, overstated or unproved benefits automatically outweigh all 
detrimental effects. 
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Regional Spatial Strategy and Targets

Whilst the government has announced its intention to scrap the regional spatial 
strategies and the renewable energy targets contained within these they still at this 
moment remain current and relevant.

The Yorkshire and Humber Regional Spatial Strategy contains detailed targets set 
out for each authority within the region. For North Lincolnshire these are 54MW of 
installed capacity by 2010 and 112MW by 2021.

These have been confirmed in the recently adopted (June 2011) Core Strategy 
Development Plan Document.

The current state of grid connects and consented capacity in North Lincolnshire is 
(all currently installed figures are taken from OfGem):

Installed:
  
Glanford Biomass Power Station, Flixborough - 16.7MW.
 
Roxby Landfill Gas 8.5MW
 
Winterton Landfill Gas 2.95MW

Bagmoor Wind Farm 16MW.
 
Total of 44.15MW

Consented:
 
Keadby Wind Farm - 34 turbines up to a total capacity of 85MW
 
Tween Bridge Wind Farm - 22 turbines up to a total capacity of 66MW but only 3 
turbines are in North Lincolnshire so 9MW for us.

Drax Heron Biomass Plant at South Killingholme: 299MW
 
Total of 393MW

This is a total of 437.15MW.

We are fully aware that targets are not a limit and that current government policy has 
pushed all previous ones even higher but looking at these figures us as a county will 
exceed our allocated capacity for 2021 by over 325MW or almost 300%. We 
challenge any other county to show they have done as well as this. The total of 
437.15MW even beats the 2021 target set for the entire Humber region of 350MW.

Although our actual installed target for 2010 has been missed by some 10MW this 
cannot be attributed to our local authority as it is the current dragging of two wind 
farm developers that have caused this.
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What can be said about the above figures is the variety of renewable technologies 
that are installed and consented in North Lincolnshire. Wind takes second place to 
the vast amount of biomass both installed and consented – a real secure and 
predictable alternative. Also looking at the generation figures achieved by our two 
landfill gas plants on the OfGem ROCs register both of these individually have 
achieved more that Bagmoor wind farm at a higher installed capacity.

North Lincolnshire, both its council and its residents cannot be expected to continue 
to bear the burden of continued saturation of renewable projects especially when we 
are already a large exporter of electricity already.

Whilst discussing the RSS for the Yorkshire and Humber region it is worth pointing 
out the following policy ENV10 contained within it:

“The Region will safeguard and enhance landscapes that contribute to the distinctive 
character of Yorkshire and the Humber. Plans, strategies, investment decisions and 
programmes should safeguard and enhance the following landscapes and related 
assets of regional, sub-regional and local importance.”

This contains a list of specific areas of which the following is relevant:

“Degraded rural landscapes, especially in parts of the Vale of York and Humberhead 
Levels”

The Humberhead levels have already seen a saturation of consented wind farms and 
the present proposal lies within this area. It is astonishing that a character area 
deemed worthy of both protection and enhancement is now subject to being what the 
present developer refers to as a “wind turbine landscape”.

A further policy worthy of note is E7 which states:

“Plans, strategies, investment decisions and programmes should help diversify and 
strengthen the rural economy by facilitating the development of rural industries, 
businesses and enterprises in a way that:

6. Supports and protects an attractive and high quality rural environment”

Again this policy attempts to support the importance of our rural environment and 
the sympathetic approach to this that development should take which the currently 
proposal clearly does not.
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Local Planning Policy

Whilst the council has recently adopted the Core Strategy Development Plan 
Document, it should be noted that this provides little guidance or policy to assess 
renewable energy developments. The only real Core Strategy policy guiding these 
developments is CS18 which states:

“The council will actively promote development that utilises natural resources as 
efficiently and sustainably as possible. This will include:

11. Supporting renewable sources of energy in appropriate locations, where possible”

We as a group took full part in the consultation process for this document and the 
subsequent planning inspector’s examination of this. At each stage we expressed 
concerns that this was not sufficient to either protect residents (as no actual criteria 
based policies were included) or accurately guide the location of these developments.

As the inspector will be aware there is now a proposed Supplementary Planning 
Document being proposed and consulted upon designed to elaborate on the criteria 
that should be met to meet the Core Strategy policy. As this is neither adopted nor 
actual statutory policy we will refrain from commenting on this at this stage.

It is with some relief that several very relevant Local Plan policies are saved despite 
the publication of the CS DPD and that these contain strict criteria governing the 
development of renewable energy projects. The most relevant of which are DS1, 
DS11, DS21, LC7 and RD2.

Policy DS1 (General Requirements) is applied to all development proposals. It 
requires a high standard of design in all developments irrespective of location. 
Proposals for poorly designed development will be refused. All proposals must be 
considered against several criteria. In the case of this proposal the criteria considered 
by us to be most important are:

(i) The design and external appearance of the proposal should reflect or enhance the 
character, appearance and setting of the immediate area.

(ii) The design and layout should respect, and where possible retain and/or enhance, 
the existing landform of the site.

(iii) No unacceptable loss of amenity to neighbouring land uses should result in 
terms of noise, smell, fumes, dust or other nuisance, or through the effects of 
overlooking or overshadowing.

(vi)There should not be an adverse effect on features of acknowledged importance on 
or surrounding the site, including species of plants and animals of nature 
conservation value (particularly species protected by Schedules 1, 5 and 8 of the 
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981), scheduled ancient monuments, archaeological 
remains, listed buildings and conservation areas, or trees and woodland covered by 
tree preservation orders.
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In the case of i) there is no doubt at all that this proposal conflicts with this 
statement. The location of 7 large wind turbines does nothing to enhance the 
character, appearance and setting of the immediate area which even the developer 
themselves recognized in their impact assessment. This is an important policy to be 
balanced against the benefits of this development.

In the case of ii) the development retains the existing landform of the site but does 
nothing to enhance it. The sharp contrast between the Humber Levels and the 
Lincolnshire Edge Cliff will be blurred by the introduction of large moving structures 
at a defining characteristic point in the North Lincolnshire land formation. Again this 
very adverse effect needs to be balanced against the benefits of this development.

In the case of iii) there will be a loss of amenity to neighbouring land including many 
residential gardens and properties through both noise and the effects of 
overshadowing. In this instance the overshadowing will take the form of moving 
shadows across neighbouring private land which is currently owned and used by 
private residents. Whether the overcoming of this through the appellant’s proposed 
mitigation strategy is adequate is open to debate and should this be implemented 
and any turbines switched off for any length of time this should be added to the 
reduced benefits.

In the case of iv) there will indeed be an adverse effect on features of acknowledged 
importance surrounding the site the most important of which is the ancient 
woodland of Burton Wood. One of only two areas of designated ancient woodland in 
the whole of North Lincolnshire this is best viewed and appreciated from the other 
side of the river Trent. The proposed turbines would have an adverse effect on this 
feature of acknowledged importance. There will of course be an adverse effect on the 
animals (in particular birds) due to the collision risk with the turbines but Natural 
England has deemed this adverse effect acceptable.

Policy DS11 (Polluting Activities) states that planning permission for 
development will only be permitted where it can be demonstrated that the levels of 
potentially polluting noise do not create adverse environmental conditions likely to 
affect nearby developments and adjacent areas.

In the case of this policy we have proved that the proposed development is contrary 
to this.

Policy DS21 (Renewable Energy) states that proposals for the generation of 
energy from renewable resources will be permitted provided that:

(i) any detrimental effect on features and interests of acknowledged importance, 
including local character and amenity, is outweighed by environmental benefits; and

(ii) proposals include details of associated developments including access roads and 
other ancillary buildings and their likely impact upon the environment.

Where appropriate, conditions will be imposed requiring the restoration of the site to 
its
original condition or the implementation of an agreed scheme of after-use and 
restoration.
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Part (i) of DS21 is the ultimate balancing exercise policy in this instance. As the 
inspector will note the previous appeal was turned down on this policy alone. We 
would ask that the present appeal be ultimately judged by this also. Given the very 
real detrimental effects this proposal will have on features of acknowledged 
importance on local character (the landscape effects on the Lincolnshire Edge) and 
amenity (through noise and the significant adverse effect on the visual amenity of 
many surrounding properties) balanced against much overstated benefits we feel this 
appeal should be dismissed.

Policy LC7 (Landscape Protection) states that where development is permitted 
within rural settlements or within the open countryside, special attention will be 
given to the protection of the scenic quality and distinctive local character of the 
landscape.

The proposed development is clearly contrary to this policy as was acknowledged by 
the inspector in the previous appeal. We differ in the opinion that the long term 
environmental benefits do not outweigh the effects on the scenic quality and very 
unique distinctive local character of this particular landscape.

Policy RD2 sets out the council’s overall development control policy for 
development within the open countryside. It aims to balance the needs and benefits 
of economic activity with maintaining and/or enhancing the quality of the 
countryside. It specifies that development in the open countryside will be strictly 
controlled and sets out six provisos:

(a) the open countryside is the only appropriate location and development cannot 
reasonably be accommodated within defined development boundaries

(b) the proposed development accords with the specific requirements set out in the 
relevant policies of this chapter and elsewhere in this local plan

(c) the development would not be detrimental to the character or appearance of the 
open countryside or a nearby settlement in terms of siting, scale, massing, design and 
use of materials

(d) the development would not be detrimental to residential amenity or highway 
safety

(e) account is taken of whether the site is capable of being served by public transport

(f) the development is sited to make the best use of existing and new landscaping.

When judged against this policy the proposal is clearly contrary to (b), (c) and (d). 
The proposed development does not accord with the specific requirements set out in 
the local plan, the development is detrimental to both the character and appearance 
of the open countryside as well as nearby settlements in terms of siting, scale, 
massing and design which has hopefully been adequately shown to you through the 
relevant parts of our submission. Again in the case of (d) we have shown that this 
development would be very detrimental to residential amenity through both noise 
levels and visual impact.
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What we hope to have made clear through this planning assessment is that at all 
levels – national, regional and local – whilst being in favour of renewable energy 
developments they all put great weight and value on the quality of the local landscape 
for the benefit of the people who live and work in it’s vicinity and the protection of 
the amenity value that residents living nearby enjoy for their health, wellbeing and 
happiness.
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BATs Conclusions

We apologise for the length of this document but trust that you will understand the 
issues are many and varied and should be considered before any decision is 
concluded.
BAT’s support North Linc’s Council in their decision to refuse this planning 
application and Appeal to site wind turbines on land at Flixborough Grange

We consider:

• That irrespective of past applications and appeal decisions this is a totally new 
application and should be judged as such.

• That the appellant has consistently exaggerated the benefits of this development 
in terms of power generated, homes powered, security of supply and CO2 saved.

•   That the appellant in evolving his design has not mitigated but increased the 
impact on the significant settlements affected.

• That the proposed development will have a significant and unacceptable impact 
on the landscape and visual amenity enjoyed by residents. Whilst we understand that 
landscape and visual amenity are subjective issues we believe 126m tall rotating 
blades will dominate and for the lifetime of a vast majority of residents destroy the 
landscape and visual amenity currently enjoyed. The fact that these wind turbines 
will dominate the landscape is not questioned by the appellant, the opinion of those 
residents should be the opinion that counts in judging whether this impact is 
acceptable or not.

• This proposed wind farm is another piece in the jig saw of wind farm development 
that will stretch across the Trent Valley and North Lincolnshire to the Humber. We 
believe this cumulative impact is unacceptable.

• That to be most effective and engage the national public in the consequences of 
climate change, the impact of renewable energy schemes should be shared across the 
whole country and not concentrated amongst the minority.

• That best practice has not been followed in the noise assessment in the choice of 
monitoring locations, failure of monitoring equipment, submission to other parties 
of dubious raw data etc has lead to a lack of transparency throughout the whole noise 
assessment.

• That noise amplitude modulation is a significant risk cannot be ignored and 
should be protected against by condition.

• That the proposed local economic benefits have been exaggerated and will not 
accrue.

•
We assess that the benefits attributed to this development do 

not outweigh the impacts and remain overwhelmingly 
opposed.
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Conditions
BATs have the following comments and additions to make to the council’s 
submission of suggested conditions to the planning inspectorate and the subsequent 
comments made to these by Ben Moore and published on the North Lincolnshire 
Council website.

In the first instance we note that the conditions are significantly different to those 
submitted with the officers report at the time of the planning committee and trust 
that there has been an administrative error.

Never the less for simplicity these comments are made to the published Appeal 
Conditions

Condition     3:  

3. The development shall be for the construction of six wind turbines with 
associated tracks, hardstanding, anemometry mast, underground cables 
and switchgear house, and shall exclude the nearest turbine to Burton-Upon- 
Stather.

Reason: In the interests of protecting the amenity of the residents of Burton-
upon-

Stather in accordance with policy DS1 of the North Lincolnshire Local Plan.

Recognising the significant impact associated with this turbine it was at the 
Appellants own suggestion that if the turbine nearest to Burton upon Stather was not 
to be built through the imposition of a condition then they would not seek to 
challenge this (email from Ben Moore to Mark Simmonds dated 18th January 2011). 
As it was planning permission for six wind turbines (by condition) that was put 
before and refused by the planning committee so this should be the proposal dealt 
with at appeal.

Condition     6:  

6. Notwithstanding the details submitted with the application, the centre of 
the tower of each wind turbine shall be sited within 50 metres of the location 
as shown in Figure 3 in the Environmental Assessment (Volume 3) unless the 
local planning authority gives written consent to any variation.

Reason: In order to allow some flexibility in foundation design/location.

It was agreed with by the inspector and not challenged by RidgeWind that the 
following addition be included in any condition involving micrositing:

“no such micrositing may take a turbine closer to a residential property 
within either Flixborough or Burton-upon-Stather.

Reason: “To protect the amenities of the residents of Flixborough and 
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Burton-upon-Stather.”

BATs agree with and support this condition to avoid additional impacts above those 
assessed by the environmental assessment being caused on the residents of 
Flixborough and Burton upon Stather.

Conditions     8     and     23:  

8. The wind turbines shall not be illuminated.

Reason: In the interests of visual amenity.

23. The turbines shall be fitted with appropriate lighting in accordance with 
a scheme to be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning 
authority.

Reason: In the interests of aviation safety.

We note there is conflict between conditions 8 and 23 and that condition 8 should 
take priority with the addition of the following:

Reason: To protect the visual amenity of residents of Flixborough and Burton-upon-
Stather to comply with DS12 of the Local Plan.

Condition     12:  

12. Prior to the commencement of the development, a traffic management 
plan shall be prepared in consultation with the local highway authority and 
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning 
authority. Such plan shall include details of access routes for all vehicles 
carrying turbine parts and any alterations or improvements which may be 
required to the highway network along these routes, including advisory 
signs. During construction work all deliveries shall be undertaken in 
accordance with the approved traffic management plan unless the local 
planning authority gives its written consent to any variation.

Reason: In the interests of highway safety.

We believe this condition should also include wording as described within the 
environmental assessment and to protect Neap House, Flixborough and any weight 
limited roadways from turbine component delivering lorries.
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Condition     26:  

26. The development shall be carried out in complete accordance with the 
flood risk assessment dated October 2010, author H R Wallingford, unless 
otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning authority.

Reason: To reduce the risk and impact of flooding and to comply with policy 
DS16 of the North Lincolnshire Local Plan and PPS25.

Please note that this is not the wording of condition the Environment Agency 
requested in their consultation response to the present appealed application which 
the planning inspectorate should have a copy of. The wording requested was:

The development permitted by this planning permission shall only be carried 
out in accordance with the approved Flood Risk Assessment (FRA), 
undertaken by HR Wallingford, dated February 2008 and the following 
mitigation measures detailed within the FRA:

1. Critical components of the turbines must be located no lower than 600mm

above the 1:200 year flood level of 5.835m AOD.

2. Finished floor levels of the switchgear house and construction compound

must be set no lower than 11m AOD.

Reason: To reduce the risk and impact of flooding on the proposed 
development.

BATs also note the omission of the conditions requested by Robin Hood Airport that 
were asked to be attached for the previous application dismissed at inquiry and the 
present appealed application. These are as follows:

Additional     Condition  

Development shall not commence until a detailed scheme that will ensure 
that any radar returns from the development will not adversely affect the air 
traffic control at Robin Hood Airport Doncaster Sheffield in respect of 
aircraft and other radar returns over or within three nautical miles of the 
boundary of the development site has been submitted to and approved in 
writing by local planning authority in consultation with the Airport 
operator and any necessary approvals required in connection with the 
scheme (including the regulatory approval of the Civil Aviation Authority if 
necessary) have been obtained to the satisfaction of the local planning 
authority in conjunction with the Airport operator.
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The development shall not commence operation until the approved scheme 
has been implemented in full and any further necessary approvals for the 
same (including the regulatory approval of the Civil Aviation Authority if 
necessary) have been obtained to the satisfaction of the local planning 
authority in consultation with the Airport operator. Any variation of the 
approved scheme, including its implementation, shall not take place except 
with the prior written consent of the local planning authority.

BATs would also add that at the previous public inquiry great concern was expressed 
at the possible future felling of Burton Wood, of which the applicant makes much of 
its effect, screening the proposal particularly with those residents located on 
Ridgewood Drive. 

After discussion it was agreed between the inspector and all other parties that the 
following condition be added to any permission to protect the amenity of residents. 
The impact of such felling can be seen if visiting the site, by observation of the 
cleared woodland between Burton and Flixborough which was cleared immediately 
before this applications Planning Committee meetings.

Additional     Condition  

During the lifetime of the wind farm development no felling of mature trees 
may be undertaken within the area cross-hatched on plan no *** without the 
prior written consent of the LPA. Any trees for which consent to fell is 
granted shall be replaced with trees of appropriate species in accordance 
with details to be approved by the LPA.

Reason: To protect the residential amenity of residents.

The following noise conditions are the ones agreed between all parties at the previous 
public inquiry under the guidance of the inspector and we believe these should be the 
ones that should be used.

1. The rating level of noise immissions from the combined effects of the wind 
turbines (including the application of any penalty for Tonality, see note 3, or 
Amplitude Modulation, see condition 9) when calculated in accordance with 
the attached Guidance Notes, shall not exceed the values set out in the 
attached Tables 1 and 2.  Noise limits for properties which lawfully exist or 
have planning permission for construction at the date of this consent but are 
not listed in the Tables attached, shall be those of the nearest location listed in 
Tables 1 and 2 unless otherwise requested by the Local Planning Authority.

2. Within 28 days from the receipt of a written request from the Local Planning 
Authority following a complaint to it, the wind farm operator shall, at its 
expense, employ an independent consultant approved by the Local Planning 
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Authority to assess the level of noise immissions from the wind farm at the 
complainant’s property following the procedures described in the attached 
Guidance Notes.  A report of the assessment shall be provided in writing to the 
Local Planning Authority within 56 days of the appointment of the 
independent consultant unless this period is extended by the Local Planning 
Authority in writing.

3. Upon notification in writing of an established breach of the noise limits in 
Condition 1 the wind farm operator shall within 28 days submit a scheme to 
the Local Planning Authority, including the timescales for implementation, to 
mitigate the breach to prevent its future occurrence.  Following the terms of 
the written approval of the Local Planning Authority the scheme shall be 
activated forthwith. 

4. Wind speed, wind direction and power generation data for each wind turbine 
shall be continuously logged and provided to the local planning authority at its 
request and in accordance with the attached Guidance Notes within 28 days of 
such request.  Such data shall be retained for a period of not less than 12 
months.

5. No development shall commence until there has been submitted to the Local 
Planning Authority details of a nominated representative for the development 
to act as a point of contact for local residents (in connection with conditions 1 
to 4, 6 and 8 to 10) together with the arrangements for notifying and 
approving any subsequent change in the nominated representative.  The 
nominated representative shall have responsibility for dealing with any noise 
complaints made during the construction, operation and decommissioning of 
the wind farm and liaison with the Local Planning Authority. 

6. Construction work, which is audible from the boundary of any noise sensitive 
receptor, shall not take place outside the hours of 07:00 – 19:00 on Monday to 
Friday inclusive, 07:00 – 13:00 hours on Saturdays nor on Sundays or local or 
national public holidays. Outside these hours, development of the site shall be 
limited to turbine erection, maintenance, emergency works, dust suppression 
and the testing of plant and equipment, or construction work that is not 
audible from the boundary of any noise sensitive property.  The receipt of any 
materials or equipment for the construction of the site, by track, other than 
exceptional loads including turbine blades, nacelles, and towers, is not 
allowed outside the said hours, unless otherwise approved in writing by the 
Local Planning Authority having been given a minimum of two working days 
notice of the occurrence of the proposed event.

7. No wind turbine shall generate electricity to the grid until the Local Planning 
Authority has approved in writing a scheme submitted by the wind farm 
operator providing for the measurement of noise immissions from the wind 
turbines.  The objective of the scheme (which shall be implemented as 
approved) shall be to evaluate compliance with condition 1 in a range of wind 
speeds and directions and it shall terminate when compliance with condition 1 
has been demonstrated to and agreed in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. 
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8. At the request of the Local Planning Authority following the receipt of a 
complaint the wind farm operator shall, at its expense, employ an 
independent consultant approved by the Local Planning Authority, to assess 
whether noise immissions at the complainant’s dwelling are characterised by 
greater than expected amplitude modulation. In such circumstances,the 
complainant(s) shall be provided with a switchable noise recording system by 
the independent consultant and shall initiate recordings of turbine noise at 
times when significant amplitude modulation is considered to occur. 
Amplitude modulation is the modulation of the level of broadband noise 
emitted by a  turbine or turbines at blade passing frequency. These will be 
deemed greater than expected if the following characteristics apply:

a) A change in the measured LAeq,125 milliseconds turbine noise level of 
more than 3dB (represented as peak to trough difference in sound 
pressure levels each of more than 3dB) occurring within a 2 second 
period.

and

b) The change identified in (a)  above shall not occur less than five 
times in any one minute period provided the LAeq,1 minute turbines sound 
pressure level for that minute is not below 28dB. 

and

c) The changes identified in (a) and (b) above shall not occur for 
fewer than six minutes in any hour.

and

d) If, over a period of 28 days, the complainant fails to record 5 
occurrences of  amplitude modulation as defined in (a), (b) and (c) then 
the existence of excessive amplitude modulation as a contributor to the 
noise complaint shall be excluded.

Noise immissions at the complainant’s dwelling shall be measured not further 
than 35m from the relevant building, and not closer than within 3.5m of any 
reflective building or surface, or within 1.2m of the ground.

 

9. A penalty is to be applied if amplitude modulation occurs in accordance with 
Condition 8. The penalty to be applied is 5dB. The rating level at each wind 
speed is the arithmetic sum of the wind farm noise level, as determined from 
the best fit curve described in Note 2, and the penalty for greater than 
expected amplitude modulation.

10. Should a tonal penalty according to note 3 and a penalty for greater than 
expected amplitude modulation according to condition 9 apply the applicable 
penalty shall be the higher of the two.
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SCHEDULE OF NOISE GUIDANCE NOTES

These notes are to be read with and form part of conditions 1 - 10. They 
further explain these conditions and specify the methods to be deployed in the 
assessment of complaints about noise immissions from the wind farm. 

NOTE 1
a) Values of the LA90,10min noise statistic should be measured at the complainant’s 

property using a sound level meter of IEC 651 Type 1 quality (or the equivalent 
relevant UK adopted standard in force at the time of the measurements) set to 
measure using a fast time weighted response. This should be calibrated in 
accordance with the procedure specified in BS 4142: 1997 (or the equivalent 
relevant UK adopted standard in force at the time of the measurements). 
These measurements shall be made in such a way that the requirements of 
Note 2 below shall also be satisfied.

b) The microphone should be mounted at 1.2 - 1.5 m above ground level, fitted 
with a two layer windshield (or suitable alternative approved in writing from 
the Local Planning Authority), and placed outside the complainant’s dwelling. 
Measurements should be made in ‘free-field’ conditions. To achieve this, the 
microphone should be placed at a location agreed with the Local Planning 
Authority and at least 10m away from the building facade or any reflecting 
surface except the ground.

c) The LA90,10min measurements should be synchronised with the 10-minute 
arithmetic mean average wind speed, power generation, and with operational 
data from the turbine control systems of the wind farm or farms.  

d) The wind farm operator shall continuously log arithmetic mean wind speed 
and arithmetic mean wind direction data in 10-minute periods from the hub 
height anemometer located on the site meteorological mast to enable 
compliance with the conditions to be evaluated.  Such data shall be 
‘standardised’ to a reference height of 10m as described in ETSU-R-97 at page 
120 using a reference roughness length of 0.05 metres.  It is this standardised 
10m height wind speed data which shall be correlated with the noise 
measurements in Note 2(a).

Note 2
a) The noise measurements should be made so as to provide not less than 20 

valid data points as defined in Note 2 paragraph (b). Such measurements 
should provide valid data points for the range of wind speeds, wind directions, 
times of day and power generation requested by the Local Planning Authority. 
In specifying such conditions the Local Planning Authority shall have regard 
to those conditions which were most likely to have prevailed during times 
when the complainant alleges there was disturbance due to noise. At its 
request the wind farm operator shall provide within 28 days all of the data 
collected under condition 4 to the local planning authority

b) Valid data points are those that remain after all periods during rainfall have 
been excluded as informed by a rain gauge sited adjacent to the measurement 
location.  Additional atypical data as agreed in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority shall also be removed.

c) A least squares, ‘best fit’ curve should be fitted to the data points and define 
the rating level at each integer wind speed.
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Note 3
Where, in the opinion of the Local Planning Authority, noise immission at the 
location or locations where assessment measurements are being undertaken contain 
a tonal component, the following rating procedure should be used. 

a) For each 10-minute interval for which LA90,10min data have been obtained as 
provided for in Note 1, a tonal assessment is performed on noise immissions 
during 2-minutes of each 10-minute period. The 2-minute periods should be 
regularly spaced at 10-minute intervals provided that uninterrupted clean 
data are available.  Where clean data are not available, the first available 
uninterrupted clean 2 minute period out of the affected overall 10 minute 
period shall be selected. Any such deviations from standard procedure shall be 
reported.

b) For each of the 2-minute samples the margin above or below the audibility 
criterion of the tone level difference, Ltm (delta Ltm) should be calculated by 
comparison with the audibility criterion given in Section 2.1 on pages 104-109 
of ETSU-R-97.

c) The margin above audibility is plotted against wind speed for each of the 2-
minute samples.  For samples for which the tones were below the audibility 
criterion or no tone was identified, substitute a value of zero audibility.

d) A linear regression should then be performed to establish the margin above 
audibility at the assessed wind speed for each integer wind speed.  If there is 
no apparent trend with wind speed then a simple arithmetic average shall be 
used.

e) The tonal penalty is derived from the margin above audibility of the tone 
according to the figure below. The rating levels at each wind speed is the 
arithmetic sum of the wind farm noise level, as determined from the best-fit 
curve described in Note 2, and the penalty for tonal noise.
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Note 4
If the rating level is above the limit set out in the conditions, measurements of the 
influence of background noise should be made to determine whether or not there is a 
breach of condition.  This may be achieved by repeating the steps in Note 2 with the 
wind farm switched off in order to determine the background noise, L3, at the 
assessed wind speed. The wind farm noise at this wind speed, L1, is then calculated as 
follows, where L2 is the measured wind farm noise level at the assessed wind speed 
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with turbines running but without the addition of any tonal penalty:

L1=10 log [10
L2

10−10

L
3

10 ]

The rating level is re-calculated by adding the tonal penalty (if any) to the wind farm noise. If 
the rating level lies at or below those set out in condition 1 then no further action is necessary. 
If the rating level exceeds those set out in condition 1, then the development fails to comply 
with condition 1.
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 TABLES OF NOISE LIMITS RELATING TO CONDITION 1

Table 1: Between 23:00 and 07:00 hours (Noise Level LA90, 10min dB):

Location
Standardised wind speed at 10m height, ms-1

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Flixborough Grange 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45

Burton Road, 
Flixborough

43 43 43 43 43 45 47 49 52 55

Mere Dyke 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43

Ridgewood Drive
Burton-upon-Stather

43 43 43 43 43 43 46 49 52 55

Livthorpe Kennels 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43

Paupers Drain 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43

Burton Wood House 43 43 43 43 43 43 46 49 52 55

Table 2: At all other times (Noise Level LA90,10min dB):

Location
Standardised wind speed at 10m height, ms-1

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Flixborough Grange 45 45 45 45 46 49 49 49 49 49

Burton Road, 
Flixborough

41 41 43 44 46 48 51 54 57 61

Mere Dyke 37 38 40 41 43 45 45 45 45 45

Ridgewood Drive
Burton-upon-Stather

37 38 40 42 44 46 49 52 55 58

Livthorpe Kennels 37 38 40 41 43 45 45 45 45 45

Paupers Drain 37 38 40 41 43 45 45 45 45 45

Burton Wood House 37 38 40 42 44 46 49 52 55 58
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In addition to the above noise conditions we believe a condition is required to 
prevent the use of driven piles and the nuisance thus caused.

AM     CONDITIONS  

Whilst the appellant states that AM is always present and that it is not possible to 
predict that AM will occur, residents at sensitive receptors are other wise not 
protected, SHOULD it occur.

Therefore we believe AM conditions are essential.

This view was shared by the inspector at the Public inquiry stating at line 15. of the 
decision notice that: 

“The subject of Amplitude Modulation (AM), a particular type of noise generated by 
wind turbines, was aired at the Inquiry. AM is sometimes described as a ‘thumping’ 
noise or is referred to as ‘blade swish’. The Appellants maintain that AM is not 
likely to be generated by the proposed wind farm but the cause or causes of AM are 
not clear and there is no degree of certainty for local residents that this type of 
noise would not cause disturbance. The Appellants have, however, suggested 
conditions that would specifically address the consequences of AM if it did occur. 
The possibility that AM would occur cannot be ruled out and the conditions 
therefore meet the test of necessity even if they only provide comfort for local 
residents. It is, after all, they who would suffer disturbance from AM if it were to 
occur. The AM conditions, and the other suggested noise conditions, satisfy all the 
tests set out in Circular 11/95 ‘The Use of Conditions in Planning Permissions’.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The purpose of this ‘submission’ is to highlight to the inquiry the impact this proposed development will 

have on the landscape and visual amenity of the residential settlements within the 15 kilometre study area 

(Annex A).

1.2 The proposed development will be shown as unacceptable both in individual terms and cumulatively when 

placed in conjunction with windfarm development sites that are currently operational, approved for 

construction and in a planning phase.

1.3 The developers’ assessments will be shown to be inaccurate and flawed in places.
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2 The     proposal     in     context  

2.1 The proposed site encompasses flat arable land adjacent to the villages of Flixborough and 

Burton Upon Stather. Both settlements are to the immediate east with the proposed nearest 

turbine being approximately 0.71 kilometres from the nearest residential property.

2.2 The proposed development site is on the flood plain for the river Trent immediately to the west 

and the historic Burton Wood and ‘cliff’ to the east.

2.3 To the immediate south of the site is a small industrial estate housing an IPPC animal waste 

incineration power plant.

2.4 On the west side of the river Trent is Amcotts village.

2.5 There are also approximately 3 additional residential properties on the west side of the river 

Trent.

2.6 All of the residential areas mentioned above are within a 1.4 kilometre radius of the proposed 

development site and turbine locations. This can be seen in Annex B.

2.7 When analysing the proposed development site within the 15 kilometre study area, all of the 

above residential areas are subjected to a cumulative effect from other constructed and 

approved wind farm developments. There are 8 turbines currently operating at Bagmoor, 34 

turbines approved at Keadby, 22 approved at Tween Bridge, 14 approved at Twin Rivers, 16 

approved at Goole Fields and 10 approved at Sixpenny Wood.

2.8 Additionally, there are currently applications and an appeal being processed for 18 turbines at 

Saxby, a yet to be determined number at Worlaby and an application to install 4 turbines at 

Winterton (north east of Burton upon Stather).
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2.9 In total, 104 turbines have been approved, 29 are currently being processed or at appeal 

(including Flixborough Grange) and there are further wind farm applications (Medge Hall – 5 

turbines, Goole Fields 2 – 20 turbines at the consultation stage and an un declared number at 

West Halton in developemnt.

2.10 If all the submitted applications are approved there will be 133 turbines within a 15 kilometre 

radius of the residential areas noted above. This cumulative impact will be discussed later within 

this document.
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3 Visual     Impact  

3.1 Measuring standards

3.1.1 The purpose of the Environmental Statement Assessment should be to demonstrate the likely 

significant impacts of a proposed development by predicting its ‘magnitude’ of effect combined with 

the sensitivity of both the landscape and the visual receptors involved. This should result in an 

appraisal of ‘significance’  set out in terms which may be used to consider whether the proposal 

contravenes or accords with relevant policies. Published guidance and advice sets out general 

principles and methods, but the detailed method is left to some degree of professional judgement. 

While some flexibility is necessary, there are often considerable variations in the assessment of the 

sensitivity of landscapes or visual receptors and the magnitude of its effect.  These are not ‘nit-picking’ 

or abstruse points. Moreover while there is a nominal threshold for determining ‘significant’ impacts it 

is essential to give increasing weight to those which considerably exceed it and an appropriate though 

declining weight to those which narrowly fall below it. Only then can the extent of impacts and their 

conflict with relevant planning policies be fairly and comprehensively considered.   

3.1.2 The developer has used the Landscape Institute’s Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Assessment 

(GLVIA). The visual effects on receptors are considered within the Environmental Statement (ES), 

Table 5.2 (detailed within this submission in Annex C) at 10 selected view points in terms of 

Magnitude and Sensitivity of visual receptors. The ES viewpoint analysis correlates receptor 

‘sensitivity’  with ‘magnitude’  to produce an effective evaluation on a single scale of ‘overall 

significance’, in the broadly conventional manner.
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3.2 Magnitude of Change

3.2.1 A five point scale has been used to assess the magnitude of change from the 10 selected view points as 

follows with intermediate categories:

• Very substantial

• Very substantial / Substantial

• Substantial

• Substantial / Moderate

• Moderate

• Moderate / Slight

• Slight

• Slight / Negligible

• Negligible

3.2.2 The assessment process carried out within the ES show ‘guidelines’ regarding measurement; the exact 

workings for their assessment are not shown.
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3.3 Sensitivity of Change

3.3.1 A three point scale has been used to assess the sensitivity to change (or sensitivity of location as 

referenced in table 5.2 of the ES) from the 10 selected view points as follows with intermediate 

categories:

• High

• High / Medium

• Medium

• Medium / Low

• Low

3.3.2 As with the assessment for magnitude of change, the ES contains ‘guidelines’ regarding measurement; 

the exact workings are again not shown.

3.4 Overall significance

3.4.1 A five point scale has been used to assess the overall significance as detailed in the ES Appendix 5.1/3 

(see Annex D) The 10 selected view points were assessed using the scale as follows with intermediate 

categories:

• Major++

• Major+

• Major

• Major / Moderate+

• Major / Moderate

• Moderate+

• Moderate

• Moderate / Minimal+

• Minimal+

• Minimal

• Minimal / Minor+

• Minor+

• Minor

• Minor / Negligible+

• Minimal / Negligible+

• Minimal / Negligible

• Moderate / Low

• Low
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3.5 Visual receptor sensitivity

3.5.1 The developer assessed 30 view points and selected 10 view points within their assessment summary.

3.5.2 The developer has concluded that the residential receptors in closest proximity to the proposed 

development are in the overall significance range from ‘major’ to ‘major / moderate+’. This assessment 

conclusion is inaccurate as will be demonstrated later within this submission.

3.5.3 It’s difficult to concur with the developer who has assessed the magnitude only to be ‘substantial’ when 

it’s clearly documented within their ES and subsequently submitted material that all 7 turbines would 

be intrusively visible for receptors at Burton upon Stather and where the developer also concludes the 

development would become a ‘defining characteristic’ of the landscape.

3.5.4 This is further reinforced by appraising ES Chapter 5.1 note 80 (see Annex D), which defines the 

following:

“Very     substantial   – where the proposed development will be a dominant element in the view.

Very     substantial/substantial   – where the proposed development will be a highly prominent
element in the view.

Substantial – where the proposed development will be a prominent element in the view.”

3.5.5 By taking view point 2, Burton upon Stather, and the residential receptors magnitude of change being 

‘very substantial’ (based on the study of 115 most affected properties) along with a ‘high’ sensitivity to 

change due to all 7 turbines being in a defining characteristic field of view, the resultant overall 

significance would be a ‘major++’. This would be the correct assessment using the GLVIA. This will 

be demonstrated further in the alternative assessment within this submission.

3.5.6 It is possible to apply some ‘professional judgement’  to the assessment to consider some clearly 

defined additional factors to those described in the ES and Appendix 5.1 but they should be noted 

within the assessment. No such reference to additional factors when deciding the assessment criteria 

has been made by the developer so if they have down graded the assessment due to using some 

‘professional judgement’ it’s not transparent.

3.5.7 We would also contend that any such amount of professional judgement should include consultation 

with those who would be subjected to the significant change in landscape and visual amenity.
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3.6 Alternative assessment using the GLVIA

3.6.1 As a local action group we’ve carried out a residential survey to highlight to the inquiry the visual 

impact on 320 properties in Burton upon Stather. This survey was conducted at 17 locations using the 

GLVIA criteria. Table 1 below illustrates the results.

Table 1

Viewpoint Receptor
Sensitivity of 

location

Magnitude of 

change

Overall 

significance

The Avenue
Residential

School

High

High

Very Substantial

Very Substantial

Major ++

Major ++
Flixborough Road Residential High Vary Substantial Major ++
Ridgewood Drive Residential High Substantial/Moderate Major/Moderate +
Westover Drive Residential High Vary Substantial Major ++
Linton Rise Residential High Vary Substantial Major ++
Hillcrest Drive Residential High Vary Substantial Major ++
Barnston Way Residential High Vary Substantial Major ++
Normanby Road Residential High Substantial/Moderate Major/Moderate +
Eastholme Gardens Residential High Substantial/Moderate Major/Moderate +
Wiltshire Avenue Residential High Vary Substantial Major ++
Huntington Crescent Residential High Substantial/Moderate Major/Moderate +
Todds lane Residential High Vary Substantial Major ++
High Street Residential High Vary Substantial Major ++
Glebe Close Residential High Substantial/Moderate Major/Moderate +
St Andrews Drive Residential High Vary Substantial Major ++
Stather Hill Residential High Vary Substantial Major ++
Old Row Residential High Vary Substantial Major ++

3.6.2 The highest number of residential receptors most affected by the assessment are located at Linton Rise 

(11), Stather Hill (56) and Old Row (22). These properties and receptors will have a ‘high’ sensitivity 

of location and the development will be the ‘dominant element in the view’ resulting in a ‘very 

substantial’ magnitude of change. The basis of this assessment is that the development will be in a full 

frontal view from their properties all year round and therefore afforded no protection from trees or 

seasonal growth. The resulting ‘overall significance’ when applying the sensitivity and magnitude 

assessment to the table for ‘overall effects for visual receptors’ (reference Annex D) delivers a ‘major 

++’ effect. This is unacceptable to those affected residential receptors.

3.6.3 It must also be noted that Burton Wood is afforded no protection against felling. The assessment in 

Table 1 above incorporates the current screening from Burton Wood that affords some protection to 

Flixborough Road and Ridgewood Drive. If this wood were to be reduced or felled the assessment 

would increase for those residents at Ridgewood Drive and more residents would be affected at 

Flixborough Road (currently only one property would be affected all year round). This wood is under 

the control of the development area’s landowner and is therefore cannot be relied upon for screening 

during the proposed life of the development.
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3.6.4 Table 2 below illustrates the survey numbers by location and the range of visual impact. It can be seen 

that there are 115 properties that will have a full front view of the development all year round. There 

are 6 properties that will have a full rear view all year round. When considering the developers’ 

alternative assessment or ‘overwhelming’ and ‘overbearing’ these most affected properties fall in to 

these categories.

3.6.5 When considering the inspectors appeal decision notice in 2010 (reference. APP/Y2003/A/09/2105130) 

for the same development currently being considered at this inquiry in paragraph 18 he states:

‘the proposed turbines would dominate views to the south-west from the dwellings and the proposed 
wind farm would have a significant adverse effect on residential amenity at the dwellings. There are 
also a few dwellings in Burton Stather, such as Poppyfields, from where there would be clear views 
of all seven turbines. Though the nearest turbine would be over 1km away the wind farm would be 
prominent and intrusive in views south across the flood plain from these dwellings. The proposed 
wind farm would have a significant adverse effect on residential amenity at some
dwellings in Burton and Burton Stather.’

The inspector further states in paragraph 19:

‘The proposed wind turbines, however, would be prominent and intrusive in the outlook from 
several dwellings in Burton and Burton Stather and would have a significant adverse effect on 
residential amenity at those properties.’

3.6.6 The assessment we have carried out takes in to account more properties than the inspector at the time 

could be expected to visit and we support his comments that there would be a ‘significant adverse 

effect on residential amenity’, however we believe that there would be more properties affected than 

those mentioned in the report which puts more weight to the argument of residential amenity Vs the 

stated benefits for the development.

3.6.7 Our survey also highlights the lack of consultation and residential surveys carried out by the developer 

who has had the time and resources to investigate further.
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Table 2

Location

Full 
front 

view all 
year **

Full 
rear 

view all 
year **

Partial 
front 

view all 
year

Partial 
rear 

view all 
year

Full 
upstairs 
view all 

year

Partial 
upstairs 
view all 

year

Full 
front 
view 

winter 
months*

Full rear 
view 

winter 
months*

Partial 
front 
view - 

winter*

The Avenue 7 7

Flixborough 

Road
1 6 56

Ridgewood 

Drive
40 41 1

Westover 

Drive
1 11 5

Linton Rise 11 5
Hillcrest 

Drive
6 7 3

Barnston 

Way
5 8

Normanby 

Road
40

Eastholme 

Gardens
1

Wiltshire 

Avenue
1

Huntington 

Crescent
3

Todds lane 2
High Street 3 1 4 1
Glebe Close 3
St Andrews 

Drive
1

Stather Hill 56 4
Old Row 22

Total 115 6 5 50 24 109 7 46 1

 * Leaves have shed in winter giving a fuller view of the turbines.
**The front view is classed as that which has the lounge and general relaxing areas.

3.6.8 The environmental impact assessment (EIA) carried out by the developer concluded that the layout of 

the windfarm should be revised to reduce the landscape and visual impact on Flixborough and Burton 

upon Stather. It’s difficult to concur that by moving the turbine field closer to Burton upon Stather the 

impact on residential receptors will be reduced?
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3.6.9 The EIA further concluded that the layout should be revised to mitigate against a drain water course 

and then a BT communications link. Each time the windfarm has got closer to residential receptors at 

Burton upon Stather. The outcome has resulted in turbine 7 now being approx. 0.71 kilometres from 

the nearest residential property at Ridgewood Drive. After allowing for an additional 50 metres for 

‘micro-siting’, the distance could become 0.66 kilometres. Compare this to the original proposal of 1.2 

kilometres and it completely questions the developers limited consultation (done at Flixborough and 

not Burton upon Stather), their assessments and rationale behind reducing the visual impact for the 

residential receptors at Burton upon Stather. We would argue a minimum distance of 800 metres to the 

nearest residential property not financially involved with the scheme should have been adopted.

3.6.10 The ES and associated studies were in conjunction with the plan shown in layout 1 (see Annex E). The 

developer is currently proposing layout 4 (see Annex F). When comparing layout 1 to layout 4 the ES 

and EIA are now significantly lacking in accuracy. This is due to the proposed development moving 

closer to Burton upon Stather making the assessments higher risk.

3.6.11 The developer later conceded in subsequent submissions that a more sensitive approach towards 

residential amenity and impact on those most affected would be to remove a turbine from the 

development (turbine 7). The developer has recognised this as possible mitigation in addition to the 

agreement made with the Glathornes and yet has now decided that this mitigation is no longer required 

or an option. Where such judgements vary, questions arise towards the ethical design of the 

development and how much weight can be applied to their professional judgement.
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3.7 Revised landscape assessment

3.7.1 The developer carried out an additional landscape assessment in preparation for the 2010 appeal which 

contained 24 wireframe views from various locations, 18 of which were inside a 1.4 kilometre radius of 

the proposed development area, 6 just outside (Annex B). This was based on the revised layout 4 

(Annex F) for the windfarm.

3.7.2 The revised assessment clearly shows that all 7 turbines would be visible to residential receptors within 

Burton upon Stather, other than in 3 locations where dependent on whether the receptor is looking left 

with his right side shielded or right with his left side shielded he will see only 4. This contradicts the 

reasons for revising the layout to reduce the visual impact on receptors at Burton upon Stather because 

there has been no reduction in visual impact!

3.7.3 The revised landscape assessment does reinforce point 3.5.5 above that the magnitude for many 

residential receptors in Burton upon Stather should be ‘very substantial’  and therefore an overall 

significance of ‘major++’. This is by virtue that the wireframes show views falling into the category as 

defined using ES Chapter 5.1 note 80 which states the following:

“Very     substantial   – where the proposed development will be a dominant element in the view.

3.7.4 However, for the revised assessment, the developer has moved away from the GLVIA standard and has 

instead developed a new terminology with a ‘yes or no’ answer. This is based on the development 

being either ‘overwhelming’ or ‘overbearing’ at each of the wireframe locations. The definitions or 

criteria the developer has applied are as follows:

“We define ‘overwhelming’ as: where a proposed development would dominate a view e.g. the main 
views from the property, to the extent that the development would be oppressive. This depends on the 
scale, number and relative elevation of the turbines in the view, the array width and the proportion 
of the overall view(s) that the turbines will occupy.”

“We define ‘overbearing’ as: where one or more proposed wind turbines would be so close and of 
such size as to be likely to make the observer uncomfortable and want to move further away.”

3.7.5 The developer concludes that the proposed turbines would not be overbearing or overwhelming at any 

of the selected view points on the basis that:

“many properties have a number of aspects and views. The proposed turbines would occupy only a 
portion of those views.”
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3.7.6 There’s an inconsistency in the way the developer has applied their new assessment criteria. Their 

definition shown above for ‘overwhelming’ quotes the”main views from the property” would need to 

be dominated. Then to justify their assessment that there are no properties affected in this way they are 

stating that because many properties have more than one aspect or view, the proposed turbines would 

occupy only a portion of these views!

3.7.7 The developer are either contradicting or massaging their new definitions, deciding which view is the 

‘main view’ for somebody’s property or their new criteria is nonsensical.

3.7.8 Is the developer seriously suggesting that if in the eyes of a residential receptor their ‘main view’ is 

dominated they move to another part or aspect of their property and by doing so because they can move 

away from it the view is then no longer ‘overwhelming’ simply because they have another view?

3.7.9 If this is the suggestion then it fits with the developers new definition of ‘overbearing’ because the 

receptor will be made to feel “uncomfortable and want to move away further”. The receptor will have 

changed the main view because of an ‘overbearing’ feeling created by the turbine(s) view.

3.7.10 Put simply, the developer has concluded that due to properties having more than one aspect, receptors 

will move their main view so it no longer fits in the ‘overwhelming’ criteria. However where this 

happens it must therefore fit the ‘overbearing’ criteria. This makes their new assessment conclusions 

incorrect and assessment process flawed.

3.7.11 That aside, I would further contest the outcome of the revised analysis which states there would not be 

an ‘overbearing or overwhelming’ burden on receptors given the evidence the developer has produced 

to the contrary. Conveniently, the developer has concluded that the new assessment criteria of 

‘overwhelming or overbearing’ don’t apply to any of the revised view points.

3.7.12 Table 2 shows that there are 121 properties that would have a full view of the proposed development all 

year round. The development would dominate the view (as seen in the GLVIA survey) and therefore 

fits the criteria of being ‘overwhelming’. Again, this adds weight to the argument of residential 

amenity Vs the stated benefits of the development.

3.7.13 I would further question why a wireframe assessment was not carried out at the local primary / junior 

school. There are west, south/west facing classrooms and where rotating turbines are visible from these 

windows an obvious distraction will occur to children and if we take locations, J or K shown in Annex 

B as representative, at least 4 rotating turbines will be in view. This distraction would be unacceptable 

to both children and teachers, probably resulting in the closure of blinds. Artificial light doesn’t make 

for a pleasant learning environment!
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3.7.14 The local school is the most important facility within Burton upon Stather and the effects the proposed 

development will have has either not been considered or not been considered to a satisfactory 

conclusion.

3.7.15 It is our belief that the original landscape and visual assessment, although based on an out of date 

windfarm layout (layout 1, Annex E), where the windfarm was further away from the residential 

receptors of Burton upon Stather, concluded that it would cause significant harm both to the landscape 

and visual amenity. We believe this assessment to be deliberately down graded through the 

methodology of the original assessment and should have shown a worse impact than the pretty poor 

one it originally showed. We contend that due to the appeal process the revised assessment found that a 

combination of a down graded assessment and the relocation of the windfarm closer to Burton upon 

Stather actually produced a considerably higher ‘overall significance’, probably to the same result as 

stated in 3.5.5 above. It’s for this reason that a different approach has been taken by the developer with 

new definitions. They are however, ill judged and simply a case of trying to make an assessment fit a 

desired result.
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3.8 Cumulative impact

3.8.1 The developer carried out a cumulative impact assessment which looked at 4 scenarios dependent upon 

other wind farms gaining approval within the 15 kilometre study area.

3.8.2 Scenario 4 allowed for all of the proposed developments to be approved and then added Grange to the 

assessment to provide a ‘worst case’. Since the publication of the ES all of the proposed windfarm 

developments within the 15 kilometre study area have been approved with the exception of Grange and 

Saxby (also at Appeal). Additionally, not included in the assessment but within the study area, are 

further applications with yet to be defined turbine numbers at Worlaby and Winterton with 4 turbines. 

This makes the ‘worst case’ scenario 4 now understated in proposal terms.

3.8.3 The developer within the ES concludes at point 5.8.5 the following:

Visual amenity - significant combined cumulative effects as a result of simultaneous and successive 
views of the five permitted and proposed Grange wind turbines from some residential properties on 
the northwestern edge of Scunthorpe, in the villages of Flixborough, Burton upon Stather, Burton 
Stather, Amcotts, Luddington, Garthorpe, Adlingfleet and Eastoft and from some farmsteads and 
individual properties in the vicinity of the wind farms and these settlements.   

3.8.4 The developer through his own conclusions on cumulative effect has stated that there would be 

‘significant cumulative effects to landscape character and views’. This situation has now been realised 

with the approval of the other proposed wind farm sites within the study area making the assessments 

higher risk.

3.8.5 Should Grange be granted permission, not only could the ‘worst case’ scenario become a reality but the 

reality could become worse still if Worlaby and Winterton which are currently in planning are approved 

and therefore a thorough assessment should be conducted.

3.8.6 The developer has not made any allowances for the cumulative impact at properties to the West of the 

River Trent. These properties would be affected in three directions. They would be affected by Keadby 

to the South West, Tween Bridge to the North West and Grange to the East. These properties must be 

professionally assessed rather than using static viewpoints looking in single directions.
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3.9 Shadow flicker

3.9.1 The ES and revised landscape assessment have concluded that there will be specifically 5 residential 

properties that will be affected by shadow flicker due to the proposed development. It also found that 

there may be additional properties affected and the amount of disturbance caused would be upto 30 

hours per year and upto 30 minutes per day. This equates to 60 days or 16% of the year.

3.9.2 Although the developer concludes that it is possible to mitigate against the disturbance caused by their 

proposed development they have concluded it not to be necessary.

3.9.3 This is a further example of where the developer has made judgements on behalf of residential 

receptors rather than consulting with them. It’s our belief that the developer has deliberately not 

consulted or communicated with the affected properties in case they are challenged.

3.9.4 It is our view that the affected properties should be contacted as part of the inquiry process for their 

views to be obtained to see whether the developers judgement that it’s not important are actually valid.
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4 Landscape

4.1 Landscape assessment

4.1.1 The proposed development site is adjacent to the Lincoln Edge Cliff. This is a wooded escarpment 

running North to South from the Humber estuary.

4.1.2 Until recently the area had a designation of being ‘High Landscape Value’ under Local Plan Policy 

LC8. Unfortunately the designation was not saved by the local authority; however it is our belief that 

the landscape should still be afforded protection because the provisions of the original designation 

criteria are still relevant. This belief has recently been reinforced by the local authority who has 

decided to move forward to re-classify the proposed wider development area to an area of ‘high 

landscape value’. This recognition should be considered when carrying out landscape assessments and 

considering this application. The adopted North Lincolnshire core strategy states:

‘North Lincolnshire’s most valuable natural asset is its high quality natural environment containing 

a mixture of different landscapes, waterscapes and greenspace in both urban and rural settings.’

4.1.3 It’s of utmost importance that we provide protection to highly valued landscapes within North 

Lincolnshire where residential areas and receptors who enjoy the landscape must be accorded a view to 

its importance and value.

4.1.4 It’s of national importance to protect the countryside for the sake of its intrinsic character and beauty 

and this must be strictly controlled by effective planning policy whilst working with responsible 

developers. When reviewing the developers’  assessments, even with down graded results the 

assessments show that high levels of harm will be created by this proposed development and this is 

backed up by the commentary within the ES and revised landscape assessment. The developer 

concludes even after assessing that significant harm will be produced that it can be ignored on the basis 

of ‘receptors getting used to it’. Unfortunately throughout the developers’ assessments they seem to 

quantify receptor judgements whilst blatantly ignoring feedback from the receptors themselves. This is 

a one dimensional view based on a clear pro-development agenda.

4.1.5 As a local action group we’ve met with the developers and they concurred that the village of Burton 

upon Stather was a naturally ‘beautiful’ settlement. They did unfortunately feel that the feedback / 

opinions of the residential receptors were in the words of Ben Moor a ‘luddite view’. They also said 

that the key driver for onshore developments over offshore was one of cost. A developer having this 

view places very little if any ‘value’  on the harm to a landscape or visual impact to receptors his 

development will cause.
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4.1.6 The proposed development falls within the ‘Humberhead Levels’. The main defining characteristic to 

the west is a flat landscape that offers expansive, unobstructed views for receptors along with very little 

diversity in character.

4.1.7 To the east of the proposed site is the ‘Lincolnshire Edge’. The most defining characteristic is the 

western scarp slope known as the ‘cliff’. This ‘cliff’ is of local importance to the overall landscape 

character for the following reasons:

• A distinctive relief feature, which marks the abrupt transition between the flat flood

plain of the River Trent and elevated escarpment topography of the Lincoln Edge;

• Pleasing scenic quality, including extensive woodland cover on the scarp slope, 

mixed with small pockets of farmland, areas of scrub and houses extending down the 

slope from the scarp top villages of Alkborough and Burton upon Stather and the 

scarp top welltreed farmland, parkland and blocks of woodland;

• A landscape character which contrasts sharply with that of its surroundings, and 

which allows extensive views across the Trent and Humber Estuary, giving a distinct 

sense of place;

• A character that is largely unspoilt.

• Archaeological interest provided by ancient trackways, the medieval turf maze known 

as Julian’Bower (referred to by Shakespear in a ‘Midsomer Nights Dream) and Ro

man earthworks at Alkborough.

• The Burton Woodland part of the cliff is designated as a site of Local Nature Conser

vation Interest as per the Local Plan policy LC313.

4.1.8 The defining characteristic of the landscape is the change in levels between the Trent to the west which 

has a flat arable character and the ‘Cliff’ to the east. There are no large physical or man made features 

between the two distinct levels.

4.1.9 This creates a significant sense of place devoid of artificial features creating a natural stark change in 

levels. This gives the area a strong rural character, lacking in activity and movement for which 

receptors place such high value. This can be clearly seen by the photographic evidence in Annex G – 

Historic Burton Wood and ‘cliff’.
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4.1.10 Within the developers ES they conclude that the7 turbines and anemometry mast will be visible from 

not only Burton upon Stather but also much of the 15 kilometre study area. It concludes that:

“wind turbines and mast will become one of the defining characteristics of the landscape by the 
introduction of tall moving structures which are not characteristic of the current site landscape. The 
character of limited parts of this character area (Trent Levels) would be significantly affected as a 
result of the proposal.”

4.1.11 We concur that the landscape character would be significantly affected as a result of the proposal and 
would contend that the proposal would not become ‘one’ of the defining characteristics but would 
actually become ‘the’  defining characteristic of the landscape by virtue of introducing an artificial 
development comprising of 7 wind turbines with a tower height of 80 metres and a top blade height of 
126 metres together with the movement of the blades that would be materially harmful to the landscape 
character.

4.1.12 To put into context, this would make the hub of the turbines at approximately the same height of 
residential properties at Ridgewood Drive, Burton upon Stather.

4.1.13 This would make the scale of the proposed development in relationship to the cliff edge and woodland 
one of dominance, adversely changing the visual relationship between the two levels and harming the 
landscape quality. This is in stark contrast to the revised landscape assessment which views the 
wireframe results as not being overwhelming or overbearing.

4.1.14 The current view from the west of the Trent is one of an unspoilt natural landscape clearly showing the 
backdrop of the Lincolnshire Edge and the proposed development would materially change and 
degrade this character. These current views can be seen in Annex G.

4.1.15 In October 2009, North Lincolnshire Council completed a document referenced ‘Core Strategy 
preferred options’. Within this document 2 options were considered with regards to the ‘Natural 
Environment’. The 2 options are shown below:

“Option 1 – Continue to protect our existing natural environment.”

“Option 2 – Continue to protect our existing natural environment, but substantially increase the 
amount of sites where a distinctive natural environment is identified.”

4.1.16 The preferred option is option 2 for the reasons given below:

“The preferred Option is Option 2. There is a need to continue to protect our natural environment 
but also to enhance it and where possible create further distinctive sites to ensure a continued and 
improved contribution to the health and wellbeing of the population and the wildlife that these areas 
support.”

4.1.17 Option 1 was rejected for the following reasons:

“Option 1 was rejected because all environments have their own qualities and it would be contrary 
to national policy to seek to single out specific sites such as areas of High Landscape Value. Nature 
conservation designations, which are based upon specific criteria, will continue to be identified and 
enhanced.”
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4.1.18 The core strategy preferred options map is shown at Annex H. This map clearly shows areas of High 

Landscape Value both within the 1.4 kilometre and wider 15 kilometre study areas. We would contend 

that this assessment is valid even though it has been produced after the date of the application for 2 

reasons; firstly the document and consultation process began in 2005 / 2006, secondly because the 

landscape has not changed within this time and by the developers own admission the landscape will be 

significantly changed by the proposed development which would compromise the core strategic option 

2 noted above.
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5 Summary     and     Conclusions  

5.1 The original design located the nearest turbine to Burton upon Stather at 1.2 kilometres whilst iterations 
of the design have moved this and the proposal is now 0.71 kilometres before ‘micro-siting’.

5.2 The developer has used the ‘Landscape Institute’s Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Assessment’ 
(GLVIA) to assess the ‘Magnitude’ and ‘Sensitivity’ for visual receptors and by correlating the two 
results they have concluded an ‘overall significance’ value.

5.3 This ‘overall significance’ value is under stated due to the methodology applied during the assessment. 
Our assessment shows a more thorough alternative using the GLVIA criteria.

5.4 Even with down graded assessments, the developer throughout their documentation has concluded that 
significant harm will be caused to the local landscape and visual amenity due to their proposed 
development.

5.5 The developer carried out a ‘revised landscape assessment’  and moved away from the GLVIA 
assessment criteria. The revised assessment was seriously flawed and again under stated. Our GLVIA 
assessment conclusions shows that more properties are affected than highlighted by the developer.

5.6 The developers ‘scenario’ 3 has now been realised by the approval of all the wind farms within the 15 
kilometre study area. This now stands at 104 turbines excluding Grange.

5.7 The ‘worst case scenario 4’ is now understated in planning terms and likely to be overtaken with further 
developments in the pipeline and will result in some “significant cumulative effects to landscape 
character and views”.

5.8 The developer has made no allowances for the disruption and disturbance caused by shadow flicker. 
Instead they assess it as “not being necessary” to mitigate against.

5.9 Throughout the developers’  assessments they make judgements on behalf of receptors without 
consultation.

5.10 It’s made clear from the landscape assessment that material harm will be caused to the local landscape 
by the introduction of the proposed development.
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